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WELCOME

What does the future hold for the private healthcare sector?
A static (at best) PMI market, Brexit, increased
costs, pressure on NHS funding, ... It’s time to discuss:







How can we extend the benefits of private
healthcare to a wider public?
How can we make private healthcare more
affordable?
How can we deliver an outstanding patient
experience?
How can we solve the staffing shortage in
healthcare
Where can we look for new international patient
opportunities?
What does branding mean for private
healthcare?

The Private Healthcare Summit 2017 will examine how
the market, demographic and behavioural changes,
financial pressures and the impact of new technologies
will shape the future of private healthcare.
It's a chance to "have your say". Make sure you do!

KEITH POLLARD // CEO // Intuition Communication
Keith’s early career in marketing within the pharmaceutical industry was followed by ten
years in marketing and business development in the private healthcare sector where he
gained extensive experience in the marketing of London’s leading private hospitals to
international patients.
In the mid 1990s, he became an internet entrepreneur, believing in the potential of the
internet to disseminate healthcare information and inform patient choice for patients
seeking treatment in their own country or as medical tourists. Keith writes a blog on
Private Healthcare and a blog on medical tourism on IMTJ, and is often sought out for his
opinion on both the private healthcare market, and the medical travel sector. He is
frequently asked to speak at conferences around the world.
Intuition operates market-leading web portals such as Private Healthcare UK, the Harley
Street Guide and HarleyStreet.com. Intuition is a market leader in the medical travel
sector through Treatment Abroad, DoctorInternet and the International Medical Travel
Journal and provides research and consultancy to healthcare businesses in the UK and
abroad.
The Intuition network of web sites help consumers and patients to “make the right
choice” of private specialists, clinics, hospitals and health insurance products, and provide
a platform for healthcare and health insurance providers to connect with existing and new
customers. Intuition is encouraging healthcare providers to become more open and
transparent by exposing prices, outcome and patient satisfaction data and thus enabling
private patients to make a more informed choice of provider.
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AGENDA MORNING

08:15

REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS

CAMBRIDGE ROOM

09:00

OPENING OF SUMMIT
Welcome and introduction

MOUNTBATTEN ROOM
KEITH POLLARD // CEO // Intuition Communication
SUE SAVILLE // Medical & Broadcast Journalist

An effective voice for independent
healthcare

FIONA BOOTH // CEO // AIHO

09:10

SESSION 1 A CHANGING WORLD
09:25

The future shape of private healthcare

CHRIS BLACKWELL-FROST // Chief Customer Officer //
Nuffield Health

09:45

London private healthcare 2025

VICTOR CHUA // Partner // Mansfield Advisors

10:05

A digital future

DR TOBIAS GANTNER // Founder & CEO // The HealthCare
Futurists

10:25

Cyber security in healthcare

MARK JACKSON // Principal Information Assurance
Architect // Cisco

10:45

Discussion

11:00

COFFEE BREAK

CAMBRIDGE ROOM

SESSION 2 WHO PAYS...AND HOW?
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11:25

The future of PMI

DR STEVE ILEY // Medical Director // Bupa UK Insurance

11:45

Innovation in the PMI market

MATTHEW WARD // Corporate Innovation Manager //
AXA PPP Healthcare

12:05

Disruptive innovation or collaboration?

DR TONY LOPEZ // CEO & Medical Director //
Incorporated Health

12:25

How to put a value on patient
experience

ALASTAIR COTTRILL // Principal Business Design
Consultant // Ey-Seren

12:45

Discussion

13:00

NETWORKING LUNCH

CAMBRIDGE ROOM
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AGENDA AFTERNOON

SESSION 3 ENHANCING THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
14:05

The black hole in the patient experience what you can do

GARETH CARTMAN // Director of Digital // CLD

14:25

Measuring patient experience

CHRIS GRAHAM // Chief Executive // Picker Institute
Europe

14:45

Keeping the private patient “in the know”

MATT JAMES // Founder & Chief Executive // PHIN

15:05

TEA BREAK

CAMBRIDGE ROOM

SESSION 4 NEW MODELS, NEW RELATIONSHIPS
15:30

The changing consultant/hospital
relationship

SUE SMITH // CEO // Independent Doctors Federation

15:50

New models of staffing and recruitment

THOMAS KOHUT // Staff Engagement Specialist //
Uscreates
JULIE KERRY // Director of Nursing & Patient
Experience // Cygnet Health Care

16:10

Leveraging technology to drive up quality
and drive down costs

KURT BARWIS // President & CEO // Bristol Hospital &
Healthcare Group

16:30

Is the NHS the future of private
healthcare?

CLARE AUTY // Partner // Browne Jacobson

16:50

Closing comments from the Chair

17:00 19:00

NETWORKING DRINKS RECEPTION

CAMBRIDGE ROOM
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AGENDA PARALLEL SESSIONS

BRANDING AND MARKETING

DARWIN ROOM

Chaired by

MICHAEL BARKER // Founder // Saffron Steer

11:25

Marketing to the NHS and the
increased importance of brand

NICK MAYHEW // Managing Director // Healthi

11:50

Harnessing reviews and ratings to build
your reputation
Influencing patient choice - the true
definition of a value proposition

DONATELLO BIANCO // CEO // tuOtempO

12:15

12:40

Discussion

13:00

NETWORKING LUNCH

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
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ED HUDSON // Managing Director // Create Health

CAMBRIDGE ROOM

DARWIN ROOM

Chaired by

MICHAEL BARKER // Founder // Saffron Steer

14:05

The changing nature of the GCC
markets

GRAHAM ELDERFIELD // Director // Glenfield Consulting

14:30

China outbound medical tourism - a
multi-faceted market

PETE READ // CEO // Global Growth Markets

14:55

Discussion

15:05

TEA BREAK

CAMBRIDGE ROOM
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SPEAKERS

CLARE AUTY // Partner // Browne Jacobson
Clare is a partner in the commercial and corporate team joining Browne Jacobson from St
Andrews Healthcare, the country’s largest mental health charitable provider. Clare was
General Counsel and took a senior Board role as HR and IT director. She advised on
refinancing, debt restructuring, securitisation deals & 4 new hospital builds totalling £105m.
Since joining Browne Jacobson she has acted on a number of acquisitions and disposals in
the health and social care sector, advised new start-ups in the HealthTech forum and
worked with both public and private providers on joint ventures and partnerships.
MICHAEL BARKER // Founder // Saffron Steer
Michael has an unusually rare skill set combining a career as a Physiotherapy Consultant
with 15+ years of senior level, international commercial and brand strategy experience in
healthcare . Michael is the Founder of Saffron Steer, an experienced healthcare strategy
business which over the past 6 years has worked with NHS, private and voluntary sector
organisations to create the competitive positioning, influence and impact that they need for
growth and sustainability. Saffron Steer is now leading a conversation on how organisations
can shift their business models to meet the increasing consumerism in healthcare.
KURT BARWIS // President & CEO // Bristol Hospital and Healthcare Group
Mr. Barwis joined Bristol Hospital and Health Care Group, Inc. as its President and Chief
Executive Officer in August 2006. Kurt brings over thirty years of management and
leadership experience in community hospital, management consulting and entrepreneurial
business environments to his current position. He earned a Bachelor of Business
Administration, Major in Accounting, from the Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania and a Master of Business Administration Degree, Major in Finance, from
LaSalle University.
DONATELLO BIANCO // CEO // tuOtempO
tuOtempO CEO Donatello Bianco is an internationally-renowned specialist in patient
relationship digital services. Donatello founded tuOtempO in 2006 to create a tool for the
health sector that would be entirely dedicated to improving the patient experience while at
the same time reducing operational costs. Donatello is a Masters teacher in Customer
Relationship Management and a frequent speaker at e-health conferences across Europe.
Prior to founding tuOtempO, he held managerial positions at Cezanne Software, the
Formula Group and Arthur Andersen.
CHRIS BLACKWELL-FROST // Chief Customer Officer // Nuffield Health
Chris joined Nuffield Health in April 2016 and is responsible for marketing and brand,
corporate affairs, digital, commercial partnerships and the development of customer
proposition. Qualifying as a pharmacist initially, Chris then progressed into managerial
positions in pharmacy sales and the development of clinical services. Spending 22 years at
Lloyds Pharmacy, Chris built an exceptional track record in commercial, strategic marketing,
acquisitions and business development. Market Development Director at Celesio UK, and
then Sales Director at AAH Pharmaceuticals followed.
FIONA BOOTH // CEO // AIHO
Fiona Booth has been Chief Executive of AIHO since January 2013. Before that, she was the
Chief Executive of the Hansard Society, a political research and education think tank, for five
years. In addition, she has worked in education, and had roles at the Australian Red Cross
and Age UK. Fiona regularly contributes to political and media debates about independently
-delivered healthcare and the benefits it brings. She is looking to challenge perceptions
about the place of independent healthcare in the UK, especially as the population ages and
long term conditions become more prevalent.
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SPEAKERS

GARETH CARTMAN // Director of Digital // CLD
Gareth’s background is in publishing, technology and marketing. He is responsible for
delivering on CLD’s healthcare digital strategies, helping shape and measure patientcentric experiences online for clients such as Johnson & Johnson, Healthxchange and
Clinimed. With healthcare ripe for disruption, Gareth and his team help marketers de-risk
brave commercial decisions with an evidence-led approach that puts the patient at the
core of the online experience, and positions the brand for growth. He recently led the
content strategy for a global type 1 diabetes educational project, Animas Academy.
DR VICTOR CHUA // Partner // Mansfield Advisors LLP
Victor is a qualified ophthalmic surgeon. His extensive strategy consulting experience
includes over two hundred projects in NHS and private hospitals, elderly and social care,
special education, and pharmaceuticals. Victor holds an MB BChir from Cambridge
University and holds the MRCS surgical qualification. Prior to Mansfield, Victor started and
led the healthcare practice at a boutique consultancy for ten years, during which he
oversaw all healthcare and special education work. Earlier in his career, he worked at
McKinsey & Company, London, and Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge.
ALASTAIR COTTRILL // Principal Business Design Consultant // Ey-Seren
Alastair helps companies understand their customer, design compelling experiences, and
align their organisation around them. Prior to joining EY-Seren, Alastair led the strategy
team at Australia’s largest health insurer, Medibank, where he oversaw the strategic
growth agenda and led customer experience transformation and innovation programmes.
His innovation work in particular focused on finding ways for a health insurer to improve
people’s health experience, and through this play a more supportive and meaningful role
for consumers, drive growth, and achieve Triple Aim goals.
GRAHAM ELDERFIELD // Director // Glenfield Consulting
Graham Elderfield is an expert in international private healthcare, having held multiple top
positions at medical providers worldwide both privately and with the NHS. He has a proven
track record of leadership and achievement as a Chief Executive for twenty two years,
introducing new approaches and systems across complex organisations. Mr Elderfield has a
vast experience in managing and transforming organisations. His leadership and decision
making abilities have made his presence felt in a positive manner within the healthcare
sector, giving him plenty of experience to call upon.
DR. TOBIAS GANTNER // Founder and CEO // The HealthCare Futurists
Tobias is a restless resident of different worlds: A medical doctor by training, a health
economist and jurist by education, a philosophy aficionado by academic passion and
curious by default. He has worked in a number of leading positions in hospital patient care
and major industry companies such as Siemens, Novartis, Bayer Healthcare and Johnson &
Johnson. He founded the ‘HealthCare Futurists’. an international and independent
network, think-tank, make-tank, incubator, catalyst and consulting hub for innovation in
healthcare, life sciences and medicine.
CHRIS GRAHAM // Chief Executive // Picker Institute Europe
Chris Graham is the CEO and previously Director of Research and Policy at Picker Institute
Europe, an international charity focused on improving care quality for all. His work focuses
on promoting the concept of person-centred care, particularly by understanding and
improving people’s experiences of health and social care. He is the chief investigator for
England’s NHS national patient and staff survey programmes, which are commissioned by
the Care Quality Commission and NHS England respectively and that constitute two of the
biggest sources of evidence on experiences of health services.
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SPEAKERS

ED HUDSON // Managing Director // Create Health
With invaluable marketing experience across a wide range of sectors, Ed joined Create
Health in 2009 to help establish the agency as a leading healthcare marketing business with
a reputation for transformative thinking in a challenging and changing sector. Create
Health has since become a successful agency of healthcare experts, business strategists
and creative thinkers. Innately curious about health and excited about how tech is
transforming the sector, Ed leads an ambitious team of professionals that offer a unique
blend of strategic, creative and tech expertise.
DR STEVE ILEY // Medical Director // Bupa UK Insurance
Steve is Medical Director for Bupa’s UK Insurance business. He has been a doctor for over
20 years, qualifying at Bristol medical school before training in emergency medicine in
Australia. He’s also practised in Bermuda, Singapore and Russia. He has worked in both the
NHS and private medicine as well as for corporate companies. Steve is a qualified GP, a
Member of the Faculty of Travel Medicine and a Member of the Faculty of Occupational
Medicine. His interests include corporate medicine, the workplace provision of care and
the role of private medical insurance in healthcare.
MARK JACKSON // Principal Information Assurance Architect // Cisco
Mark advises UK Government clients on cyber security with a particular focus on
cryptography, network security architecture and compliance. He is a regular external
speaker having presented at various industry events including InfoSec Europe, Cyber
Security in Healthcare 2016 and Cisco Live. Mark has worked in the security industry for
over 15 years and has held various technical consultancy roles including 5 years working
directly within Cisco Healthcare team. In addition, he has worked on a number of major
Public Sector programs including PSN, G-Cloud and N3.
MATT JAMES // Founder and Chief Executive // PHIN
Matt established PHIN in 2012, having previously been Chief Executive of the Private
Hospitals Alliance. Matt has also been Group Strategy Director for Care UK, and Group
External Affairs Director for Nuffield Health, two of the UK’s leading healthcare providers.
From 2005 to 2008 Matt was also Vice-Chair of the NHS Partners Network and has played a
leading role in forging closer relationships between private and public healthcare.
Formerly a management consultant with AT Kearney, Matt has a long-standing interest in
analytics and data visualisation.
JULIE KERRY // Director of Nursing and Patient Experience // Cygnet Health Care
Julie is Director of Nursing and Patient Experience at Cygnet Health Care where she uses
core values of inclusion, partnership and equality to lead the nursing and AHP workforce
across the group, to provide high quality compassionate care, supporting well- being,
recovery, and delivering improving patient experience and safety. She has a track record of
delivering system improvements in quality, safety and outcomes for patients and their
families and has created award-winning service models and projects with a focus on
patient and family inclusion.
THOMAS KOHUT // Staff Engagement Specialist // Uscreates
Thomas uses design, collaboration and creativity to solve problems, rethink services, create
behaviour change and engagement programmes. Thomas’ expertise lies in applying a
human-centred approach in service design, research and policy development in/for the
public and private sectors. Thomas has led teams and projects working with and for the
health sector (including in the NHS, for CCGs, hospital trusts, and in the independent
sector) and is currently leading innovative work with Cygnet Health Care to deliver
effective ways of addressing staff retention and recruitment challenges.
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SPEAKERS

DR TONY LOPEZ // CEO & Medical Director // Incorporated Health
Dr Tony Lopez qualified as a medical doctor and after gaining MRCP and FRCR working at
leading London academic institutions, embarked upon a twenty-five year career in
diagnostic and interventional radiology including twenty years in part time private practice.
Tony co-founded The Imaging Clinic, who specialise in working in partnership with private
network hospitals and co-investing private consultants. Now named Incorporated Health, it
has created several successful joint ventures with some of the biggest names in the private
healthcare industry, in partnership with consultants.
NICK MAYHEW // Managing Director // Healthi
Nick has held senior marketing and commercial roles in the healthcare environment for
over 15 years. Nick is currently Managing Director of Healthi, one of the UKs leading
marketing consultancies and works with a wide range of private and NHS clients.
With healthcare in major transition, Nick and his team at Healthi work with clients to
develop and implement sales and marketing strategies that are aligned to the needs and
challenges of the market. Before establishing Healthi, Nick was the Marketing Director of
InHealth, one of the UK’s most dynamic independent sector healthcare companies.
PETE READ // CEO // Global Growth Markets
Pete Read is a growth markets consultant specialising in healthcare in China and other
emerging world regions, who has led hundreds of assignments for many of the world’s
most successful healthcare and pharmaceutical companies. As CEO of the information and
advisory firm Global Growth Markets, he leads the company’s research on medical tourism
and regularly speaks on the subject at global conferences. His work on China healthcare
and medical tourism has been featured in Asian Hospital & Healthcare Management,
Business Traveller China, Caixin and China Global Television.
SUE SMITH // CEO // The Independent Doctors Federation
In her medical and hospital career Sue Smith held many hospital leadership positions in the
UK. Following a nurse training and a number of posts in the NHS she then went on to be an
executive leader of 3 UK hospitals most recently serving as Chief Executive Officer of the
Princess Grace Hospital. In 2011 Sue started her own healthcare consultancy. This exciting
venture provided new challenges including international travel. Projects in China, Turkey,
Romania, Italy and France increased her network and provided the opportunity to be
involved in healthcare settings outside of the traditional hospital setting.
MATTHEW WARD // Corporate Innovation Manager // AXA PPP Healthcare
Matt’s background is very much focused on financial services having worked as a GILTs
trader at RBC capital markets, and as an Insurance broker at Miles Smith Group and Turner
Rawlinson. He joined AXA PPP healthcare in 2014 as part of the recently formed innovation
team and oversaw the delivery of AXA’s health and wellbeing retail platform Active +. At
the end of 2015 he took over as corporate innovation manager and currently is heading up
the innovation team seeking to drive and implement changes in culture, product and
partnerships to better serve their customers in a market that is rapidly evolving.
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OUR FACILITATOR

SUE SAVILLE // Independent Broadcast & Medical Journalist // Summit Facilitator
Sue Saville is a leading broadcast and medical journalist; for 12 years she was Medical
Correspondent for ITV News. Sue has covered national and global health stories, including
an award-winning campaign on MRSA, health tourism issues and the debate over
increasing privatisation of healthcare. Sue now freelances for national news, alongside
chairing conferences and medical symposia, hosting awards events, running media and PR
training, consulting to the pharmaceutical industry and making corporate films.

OUR EVENT TEAM

SARAH WARD // Head of Operations | Event Director
Sarah has 20 years’ experience within the private healthcare sector, in a variety of
marketing and business development roles, predominantly specialising in digital media. As
Sarah’s current role encompasses digital and traditional marketing, business development,
project management, and day-to-day operational responsibility. She is responsible for the
effective project management of major marketing and digital projects, and is the event
director for three annual events; the Private Healthcare Summit, the IMTJ Medical Travel
Summit, and the IMTJ Medical Travel Awards.
PHOEBE BUGDEN // Conference Producer | Speaker Liaison
Phoebe is experienced in all aspects of conference management and has been working in
the conference industry since 1999 when she lived in Hong Kong and Singapore before
returning to London in 2003. Much of Phoebe’s work is focused on programme and
speaker management, working with programme committees, running call for papers
campaigns and taking ownership of conference programmes. Phoebe has worked with
Intuition on all of the previous Private Healthcare Summits and also on Intuition’s
international event, the IMTJ Medical Travel Summit.
STEVE PARROTT // Partnership Manager
Steve delivers a portfolio of sponsorship sales strategies to secure sponsor partners for the
rights holders across a number of event sectors from Conferences and Trade Shows to
National Sports events and Local Government community events. Steve has worked with
Intuition for a number of years and in addition to the Private Healthcare Summit, he is
responsible for sponsorship and exhibitors for Intuition’s international events, the IMTJ
Medical Travel Summit and the IMTJ Medical Travel Awards.
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HEADLINE SPONSOR

Cisco is one of the largest global suppliers of information technology, delivering
products and services that are at the forefront of innovation.
Our success lies in our commitment to developing tailor made solutions that fulfil our customers’ business
needs, while also ensuring they gain maximum value from their strategic investment in technology. We help
them exploit the full potential of their digital technology, empowering them to improve their systems and
processes, develop new ways of working and implement new models of care. Cisco believes that placing
digital technology at the heart of the system enables health and care organisations to work more
collaboratively, to enhance patient care and citizen engagement.
0800 404 7778
www.cisco.co.uk
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CO-EVENT SPONSORS

At Browne Jacobson our health team understands the healthcare sector and the unprecedented
challenges it faces delivering cost improvement plans in tandem with providing great quality and
safe care. We act for commissioners, indemnifiers, independent sector providers, foundation trusts, NHS
trusts, mental health trusts, ambulance trusts and regulators. Services range from multi-million pound deal
architecture, media sensitive and high-profile incidents and out-of-hours emergency orders. We provide
national coverage from our five office network and many of our lawyers are recognised as leaders in their
field. Clients say we are “great to work with”, “extremely responsive and always accessible".
0370 270 6000
www.brownejacobson.com/health

The UK’s leading Telephone Answering & Outsourced Switchboard Service
Moneypenny provides a professional, 24-hour service that’s dedicated to handling calls for the healthcare
sector. We give you one person who gets to know you, your patients and how you run your hospital or clinic.
Your dedicated Moneypenny Receptionist will allow you to get on with what you do best, working without
distractions safe in the knowledge every call is being captured.
FREE trial available
Having experienced first-hand the benefits Moneypenny will offer your business, you’ll be able to make an
informed decision, safe in the knowledge of what your ongoing costs will be.
0333 202 1005
moneypenny.co.uk
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3M Health Care



Health Insights Technologies



Picker Institute Europe



April UK





PPM Software



Association of Independent
Healthcare Organisations
(AIHO)

Healthcare Business
International





Private Practice Ninja

HealthCare Futurists GmbH





Proton Partners International



Healthcode

Avante Group



Reputation





Healthi

AXA PPP







Horder Healthcare

Royal Free London NHS
Foundation Trust

Barbican Physiotherapy Clinic





Saffron Steer





Saga Services

BLM Law

Imperial College Healthcare
NHS Trust, Charing Cross
Hospital



Barts Health NHS Trust





Smith Square Partners LLP

Bristol Hospital & Healthcare





Social Careline

Browne Jacobson LLP





Sonnermann Toon Architects

BUPA Cromwell Hospital





Spencer Hospitals

Bupa Health Funding





Spire Healthcare

Cadogan Clinic



Intuition Communication





Spire Hospitals

Candesic



Jersey General Hospital





Spire St Anthony's Hospital

Cavell Nurses Trust



Kendall Kingscott





Centre for Men's Health



LaingBuisson

Streets Heaver Healthcare
Computing



Cisco Systems



London Bridge Hospital



Sudip Ray Private Practice



CLD



Mansfield Advisors LLP



Sue Saville - Journalist



Create Marketing



Marc Laniado Private Practice



Surrey Orthopaedic Clinic



Cygnet Hospital Ealing





Susan Smith Associates



Department for International
Trade

MBC (Medical Billing &
Collection)



TDL Pathology



Designated Medical





Incorporated Health



Independent Doctors
Federation



Independent Practitioner
Today



Medical Information
Technology Inc. (MEDITECH)



Team Solutionz





TGAM

Dorset County Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust

Medipass Healthcare





Micrima



The Association of Medical
Insurers & Intermediaries (AMII)

DWF LLP



Moneypenny





The Bournemouth Private Clinic

eClinical Works



Moorfields Eye Hospital





The Children's Trust

EY-Seren



Munich Re UK Services





Glenfield Consulting



My Clinical Outcomes

The Harley Street Dermatology
Clinic



Global Growth Markets



New Victoria Hospital



The Lister Hospital



Great Ormond Street Hospital
for Children



Norwich Anaesthetists Group



The London Orthopaedic Clinic
The Royal Marsden NHS Trust

Guys and St Thomas NHS
Trust

Nuffield Health








Oracle Corporation UK



TuOtempO



Harley Street ENT Clinic



Pfizer



Urology Partners



HCA International



PHIN



Uscreates



Healix Health Services



Physio First



Windsor Cardiology
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